By calculating a convolution type integral involving two time-lapse wave fields, at a certain depth, one obtains a representation, which is equivalent to a difference wave field at the recording level. This difference wave field shows no difference reflections from temporal contrasts above the interaction depth. If the wave fields, appearing in the interaction integral, are calculated correctly, the resulting integral then only generates difference reflections proportional to temporal contrasts below the interaction depth. A progressive elimination procedure of difference reflections with depth is shown by finite difference examples.
2 , respectively. Between these time instants changes in the medium parameters may have occured. We assume that the time-lapse interval t 2 , t 1 is much larger than the time increments at which discernable dynamic changes occur in the wave field quantities ; (2) in which x 2 R 3 and ! is the angular frequency. 
The wave field equations of the wave field components 
Reciprocity theorem
In this section the acoustic reciprocity theorem of the convolution type is used. This theorem has its roots in Green's theorem for Laplace's equation and Helmholtz's extension to the wave equation. A reciprocity theorem interrelates the wave field quantities of two admissible states, A and B, that occur in one and the same timeinvariant domain D R 3 [1] . In forward/inverse source and scattering problems one state is identified with a physical wave field while the other state is identified with a computational or so called Green's wave field. In timelapse problems both states are identified with physical wave fields. The respective wave field equations for State 
The reciprocity theorem of the convolution type (in the time-domain the multiplications represent convolutions) is obtained as [2] ,
in which the normal k is pointing outward D. Using the reference and monitor wave fields of Eqs. (1) and (2), taking the source position of the reference wave field to be x R instead of x S , and using only q sources, application of the reciprocity theorem yields, omitting !, 
Hence, the sum of a boundary integral and a volume integral of temporal contrast sources is equivalent to a difference measurement.
Interaction integral
Taking the boundary integral of Eq. (16) we define the following convolution type interaction integral, conv can be calculated from data by applying a wave field decomposition, into down-going and up-going one-way wave fields, at the recording level [3] .
Numerical example
We consider the model in Figure (1 ference gather is shown in Figure ( 3)t. One observes that 
Conclusions
The interaction integral of Eq. (17) simulates an hypothetical difference measurement through media which show no temporal contrast above the interaction depth. The integral can be used as a forward model in time-lapse inverse problems by minimizing difference reflection energy. It is ideally suited to solve nonrepeatability problems by calculating it below the temporal contrasts at shallow depths.
